
The Condiment Chronicles: Please Pass The
Ketchup
Do you love the burst of flavor that the perfect condiment can add to your favorite
dishes? From tangy mustard to creamy mayonnaise, condiments have the power
to elevate any meal to a whole new level. In this edition of The Condiment
Chronicles, we delve into the world of everyone's favorite tomato-based
condiment – ketchup.

Ketchup has a long and fascinating history that dates back centuries. The origins
of this beloved sauce can be traced back to ancient China, where it was initially
known as "kôe-chiap," a sauce made from fermented fish. It wasn't until the 18th
century that ketchup as we know it today made its way to Western tables.

The transformation of ketchup from a fish-based sauce to a tomato-based one is
an intriguing journey. In the early days, ketchup was primarily made with
ingredients like walnuts, mushrooms, and even anchovies. However, it was the of
tomatoes in the sauce that propelled ketchup to the heights of popularity we see
today.
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The tangy and slightly sweet flavor of tomatoes, combined with a perfect blend of
spices and herbs, created a condiment that captured the hearts of people around
the globe. It quickly gained popularity in the United States, where it became a
staple at backyard barbecues, diners, and family dinners. Today, you'll find a
bottle of ketchup on almost every dining table.

One of the reasons for ketchup's widespread appeal lies in its versatility. While it
is commonly associated with burgers, fries, and hot dogs, ketchup can be used in
a multitude of creative ways to enhance various dishes. From adding a touch of
sweetness to meatloaf or meatballs to creating a flavorful dip for chicken tenders,
the possibilities with ketchup are endless.

But what makes ketchup truly remarkable are the nostalgic memories it evokes.
For many, the taste of ketchup brings back memories of childhood – picnics in the
park, backyard cookouts, and family gatherings. It's a condiment that has stood
the test of time, connecting generations through its familiar and comforting flavor.

In recent years, there has been a surge of artisanal ketchup brands that have
taken the condiment world by storm. These small-batch producers are elevating
the humble ketchup by experimenting with unique flavors and high-quality
ingredients. From spicy jalapeno ketchup to tangy mango chutney ketchup, these
gourmet offerings are redefining what ketchup can be.

But while the world of ketchup continues to evolve, one thing remains constant –
the love that people have for this iconic condiment. Ketchup has become a
cultural phenomenon, with its own dedicated fan base and even a National
Ketchup Day celebrated on June 5th every year.

So, the next time you reach for a bottle of ketchup to drizzle on your fries or
slather on your burger, take a moment to appreciate the rich history and timeless



appeal of this beloved condiment. The Condiment Chronicles will continue to
explore the stories behind our favorite sauces, so stay tuned for more mouth-
watering adventures. And remember, when in doubt, just pass the ketchup!
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Can you imagine a meal without condiments? Never!
No Ketchup on your hamburger and fries? No way!
How about condiments walking off the counter? WHAAAAT!

Well, it's happening at The Diner and there's not a condiment in sight. Tripp, his
dad, his sister, and all the patrons are in disbelief. Condiment complaints of
misuse, prejudice, bullying and more are scrawled on paper napkins spread
across the counter.

Mayo asks, "Why do they hate me?"
With a tear in his eye Relish sadly proclaims, "People say I'm too sweet and
ignore me ... or just scrape me off."

Can Management and the condiments work out their issues? If not, it will be a
sad day and a dining disaster for all of us!
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A picture book of 56 pages explores the life of 12 condiments as well as the
concept of a meal without any condiments in sight. And yes, we may not love
them all but we want them here to stay!

S.H.Wood, first time children's author, and Nic Gregory, talented Australian
illustrator and animator, carry you through The Diner showcasing the humorous
and at times emotionally charged personalities of each "'famous" featured
condiment. Adults and children of all ages will smile and laugh as they recognize
their favorite condiments come to life. Turning every page might give the reader a
new understanding for each condiment: you might even begin to feel sorry for
Relish. If you like The Day the Crayons Quit you may just become a fan of The
Condiment Chronicles ... Please Pass the Ketchup.

The back story, titled "The Condiment Chronicles ... The Family Portrait", reveals
historical inferences about when, where, and how each condiment arrived on our
counter, our kitchen table, and in our fridge. Who would have thought condiments
could stir up images of family, diversity, tolerance, competition, and individuality
all resulting from an ever growing insatiable love for a variety of tastes?

Condiments and Condimentours, be on alert! Creativity is on the rise. There is
always room for one more hot, spicy, sweet, or savory condiment.

Experimentation is all part of self expression and being an individual. Don't hold
back. Go ahead and spread that peanut butter and jelly on your
hamburger ... as a condimentour that's your choice. Remember, variety is the
spice (or in this case the condiment) of life.

Cheers!
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